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The League, as a social organization, was established on 6 March 1995. The goal of the League is to promote the development of scientific creativity and social support for women scientists. The primary activities of the League are as follows:

- assistance to developing scientific creativity and social support for women-scientists;
- rendering information, consulting, material and organizational support;
- assistance towards the realization of measures for increasing the qualification of the League’s members;
- assistance for the participation of women-scientists in international projects, scientific conferences, symposia and seminars;
- assistance for the dissemination of information about achievement and projects among the members of the League;
- publication of scientific and methodical works; and
- organization of scientific tourism, cultural events, etc.

The management body of the League is comprised of the General Assembly, the sessions of which are held annually, and the Secretariat, headed by the President of the League.

Currently, there are branches of the League at twelve research institutes: the Sakha Academy of Sciences; the Yakut Scientific Center, Siberian Branch,
Russian Academy of Sciences; at faculties and institutes of Yakut State University; the Sakha State Agricultural Academy; the Yakut Branch of the Institute of Law; the Russian Ministry of Internal Affairs; and the Sakha Republic’s Ministry of Education. The senior officers of the League are Honourable President of League Nikitina Ekaterina Semenovna, President of League Petrova Antonina Nikolaevna, Vice-President Abramova Polina Semenovna, and Secretary-Coordinator Burnasheva Natalia Ivanovna.
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